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Description Description 2021 Grand Design Imagine 2670MK, Grand Design Imagine travel
trailer 2670MK highlights: Desk Kitchen Island Fireplace Pet Dish Outside Kitchen
Solar Power Inlet How does a desk with a view sound in your next travel trailer?
You can work remotely or check your social media from the desk which is next to
the pantry so you can easily grab a snack whenever you like. And your best friend
can be eating from the pet dish under the refrigerator. The cook will enjoy having
the kitchen island to prepare and serve meals as well as dry dishes next to the
sink. They might like to make a few meals on the outside kitchen and store extra
drinks in the 1.6 cu. ft. outdoor refrigerator. Everyone else can relax under the 21'
power adjustable awning. Inside there are two slides outs in the living and kitchen
area offering a spacious place to relax on the tri-fold sofa and booth dinette while
watching the telescoping 40" TV with fireplace below before getting cleaned up in
the full bathroom. And the master suite with a walk-around queen bed and lots of
clothing storage will be calling your name after a fun day exploring outdoors,
working, and/or visiting with other RVers. With any Imagine by Grand Design the
construction includes a laminated aluminum framed main floor, rear wall, side
walls, roof and end walls in the slide rooms and floors, plus a one-piece roof
membrane giving you years of lightweight towing to your favorite destinations.
Best in class storage is found in the exclusive drop frame unobstructed pass
through storage, and the Universal Docking station offers an all-in-one location for
utilities and hookups, plus you will find industry leading tank capacities and
extended season camping with the mandatory four-season protection package.
Inside you will experience residential cabinetry and a pull-down sprayer kitchen
faucet, upgraded residential furniture and countertops, plus much more with an
81" radius ceiling for a spacious interior. Choose your favorite Imagine today, and
start adventuring in a lightweight and comfortable trailer! Sleeps 5 Slideouts 2

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 2SR7587
VIN Number: 573TE322XM6627587
Condition: Pre-Owned
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Item address 9600 Ashville Hwy, 29349, Inman, South Carolina, United States
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